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Battle Fleet action.
, All this time the Battle Fleets have gradually been
approaching one another. Admiral Suenaga, observing tfie
distress of the British and the disorder into which they fcave
been thrown by the gallant attack of his destroyer ftotQlas,
decides to abandon his original plan to lead them northward,,
and to engage them then and there..
He has learned from his aircraft that the enemy's capital
ships have been reduced to seven in number. He proposes,
after getting within range, to deliver another destroyer
attack and to take advantage of the ensuing disorder to
close and fight to a finish.
Fire is opened at about 30,000 metres. The range closes,
and each Fleet starts manoeuvring to cross the T of the
other. Fire is concentrated on the flagships, Mutsu and
Nelson, HyUga and Royal Sovereign. Turrets are knocked out,
great holes blown in the ships' sides, upper-works and super-
structures shot away, fires break out and are with difficulty
extinguished. The other ships also are damaged. The
battering effect of the projectiles shows the power of modern
science: it is enough to cow even the most hardened
fighters.
Each side continues to manoeuvre to get into a position
from which it can concentrate its fire on the other. The
range is continually opening and closing. Neither Fleet
attempts to proceed in any definite direction. Presently,
just when Nelson is leading the British Fleet in to close the
range, Rear-Admiral Iwanaga sees his opportunity. He is in
command of the fourth division of destroyers and has been
waiting some distance ahead of the Japanese Battle Fleet.
He has lost half his ships on the previous day, but none the
less gallantly dashes in to attack at close quarters. He comes
under heavy fire from the covering British flotillas, but his
destroyers push on determined not to draw off until the last
torpedo has been fired and then, when nothing else remains,
to do what they can to ram their enemies. In spite of severe
losses, they achieve the signal success of torpedoing Resolu-
tion, who is seen to draw out of line.
It is about 1700 and will soon be dark. The loss of
Resolution, added to the losses in cruisers and destroyers ,that
he has sustained the previous day, decides Admiral Wilson
to break off the action and to make for Singapore, which

